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ABSTRACT 
Compensation for victims of sc>..ual violation is crnTently available under three separate 
proce<lures: The Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation Insurance Act 1992, civil 
proceedings and the Criminal Justice Act 1985. The latter procedmes focus on the 
fmancial ability of an off ender to provi<le adequate reimbursement for victims whose 
iqjrnics have caused a financial and emotional loss. However, if the off ender is not able to 
meet these costs, t11c state has provided a safety-net within the accident compensation 
regime. 
vVhilst the accident compensatjon scheme was 01iginaUy designed to meet the needs of 
victims who had suff crcd injrnics in the workplace, victims of crime were included witlun 
its ambit in 197 4. Despite tl1eu· inclusion, the scheme has never specifically focusse<l on 
the needs of victims of c1imc. In particular, victims of sc>..ual assault suff cr a range of 
physical and psychological injuries wluch arc inadequately addressed under the accident 
compensation procedures. In I 992, rcfonns to t11c scheme resulte<l u1 a reduction in t11c 
provision of services for u-umy sufferers. This reduction has ensured t11at sexual assault 
victims arc f rnther disadvantaged by tl1ciI· inclusion m t11e 1992 Act. 
This paper cxammes tl1e history of criminal u1jmics compensation and provides an 
overview of the cmTcnt procedures, tl1ereby highlighting both t11c positive and negative 
aspects of each procedure as it relates to victims of se>..ual assault. ,i\Thilst these schemes 
provide some relief to victims, the cff ects of rape ensure that many victims are U11able to 
fully utilise t11e available resources. As the state reduces its commitment to ,~ctims of 
accidents, reforms are needed to cnsm·e that victims of sexual assault and other c1imu1al 
injrnics arc not ignored in tl1e process. 
,i\TORD LENGTH 
The te>..1 of tlus paper (exclu<liI1g contents page, footnotes, bibliography and aimc>..ures) 
comprises approxm1ately 14200 words. 
LAW LIBRARY 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In March 1996, a conference was held in \V cllington to assess the refom15 that had taken 
place in legislation and amongst social agencies over the last ten years concerning the 
treatment of rape victims and their expe1iences within the legal system. The conference 
addressed, as the starting point of reforms, the 1985 amendment to the Crimes Act 1961. 
This amendment acknowledged the se1iousness of all se:,mal assaults by including them 
within the one definition of sexual ,~olation. Rape was no longer considered as the most 
damaging crime. Instead, any sexual violation was recognised as being equally harmful to 
the victim. The "consent" requirement was also amended to include a suqjective/objective 
clement. Sexual violation is now committed where the clef endant docs not believe on 
reasonable grounds that consent was given.' 
,1/hilst the 1985 amendments and other later reforms have been welcomed by groups 
involved in the welfare and treatment of rape victims, the conf crcncc highlighted a number 
of concerns in the management of rape by various government and volw1tary agencies. 
One such concern is the ability of the govenm1ent and society in general to provide 
adequate financial assistance to rape victin1s for recovery from the consequences of sexual 
assault. 
The Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation Insurance Act 1992 specific.ally includes 
within its cover victims of sexual violation, whether or not physic.al ii~my has occwTed.2 
1 C1imes Act 1961 , s.128; ,1/ilson J C/wigcs To 17ic L,w Si'nrc J.9Mbackgrow1d paper lo the 
Chief.I 11sticc for the "Rape: Ten Y cars Progress?" Conference (March 1996, Vlcllington). 
2 The Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation fosmance Act 1992. 
S.4: Definition of "personal injury": 1) For the purposes of this Act, "personal 
injury" means the death of, or physic.al inju1ies to, a person, a.nd any mental inj1111' 
suffered by that person which is an outcome of those physical iqjuries to that 
person 
s.8(3): Cover under this Act shall also extend to personal iqjw1' which is mental or 
nervous shock suflcred by a person as an outcome of any act of ;my other person 
perfonned on, with or in relation to the first person ... which is within the 
desnipt:ion of any oficnce listed in the First Schedule to this Act. 
The First Schedule: lists sexual offences covered by this Act. 
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However, given the nature of se>..11al violation and its consequences for victims, is the new 
Act sufficiently able lo respond to the needs of ,~ctims of tlus type of crime?
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Rape is a traumatic expc1ience ... and tl1e needs of the rape victim are 
pronounced and long te1m. She usually suffers major emotional and 
se>..ual problems in tl1e afte1matl1 of the offence, whjch may take her 
months or even years to overcome. These difficulties are caused both by 
tl1c nature and effect of tl1e rape itseU~ and also by tl1e negative social 
attitudes whjch often stigmatise tl1e rape victim and add to her problems of 
adjustment 
Victims of rape arc p1ima1ily women. The gender-specific nature of rape has 
consequences on the financial eligibiJjty of victims to receive accident compcnsatjon tmder 
tl1c new Act. ,v omen p1ima1ily cam less income on average tl1an men and tl1ey arc also 
more likely to have taken time out from the workforce dwing tl1cil· careers or a.re workii1g 
full-time in the unpaid domestic sphere.' Although se>..1ial violation afTecL<; both male and 
female victrn1s, tl1c focus ill tl1c 1992 Act on earnrngs-rclatcd compensation directly creates 
incqujty in the amow1t of compensation received for sinula.r c1imes. 
The crm1c of rape is also characterised by w1dcr-repo1til1g to tl1e police. The intrn1atc 
nature of tl1e c1ime, the ordeal of tl1c police and medical investigations as well as the 
c1iminal trial and general societal attitudes to rape (pa1ijcularly where tl1c off ender is an 
acquaintance of the victim) ensure that rape is not consistently repo11ed to police.
5 The 
majo1ity of rape victjms confine contact to specialist counselling services such as Help 
centres and Rape C1isis. These ccntscs also deal with historic ratl1cr tl1an cwTenl rape 
cases. Rape Crisis repo1ied ill 1996 tl1at tl1cir centres are contacted by victims on an 
average of fomtccn years ailcr tl1c sc>..ual assault occwTcd.
6 As attitudes lo consent and 
' Young \V Rape Study A Disrussion of Law And Prac/Jrc (28 Feb 1983) vol.1 , 60. 
' Dehmy L "Accident Rehabilitation And Compensation Bill: A Feminist Assessment" (1992) 22 
VU\VLR 79-102, 81-82. In 1991, women represented 41% of the paid workforce. Avernge weekly 
earnings during that year: $637.81 for males and $477.25 for women. 
Between 1993 ;md 1995, over 91% of Rape Crisis clients knew their attacker. The National 
Collective of Rape Ciisis Date Rape ln.fonna/Jon Sheet (Ap1il 1996) 1; Pw-swi1g]ustice: A Rape 
Vic/J111'.s/ Sunri1'or'.~ Penpcrti1 ·e, Jord,m J H1omcn Rape and tl,e Repo1t1i1g Process, Koss M 
Redclimi1g Rape, papers delivered al the "Rape: Ten Years Progress?" Conference (March 1996, 
\V ellington). 
• The National Collective of Rape Crisis Date Rape lnfonna/Jon Sheet (April 1996) 1. 
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personal autonomy have changed and dcvelopcd in recent decades, many women arc 
only now feeling able to disclose the event to an outsider. 
The consequences of rape dramatically affect women's Jiycs. ,vhilc physical ii~wics can 
be severe, many victims suffer primarily from psychological ii~wies. A 1993 medical study 
reported the occuITcncc of physical ii~juries among only 40-60% of rape victims, whilst the 
most significant ii~wics were psychological.7 In 197 4., Burgess and Holstrom conducted a 
survey with 92 adult rape victims. The victims repo1ted symptoms occw1ing ii1 two phases. 
The acute phase lasted between two to tlu-ee weeks after the se>..ual assault and ii1cluded 
symptoms such as skeletal muscle tension, nausea, headaches and severe mood swings. 
Anxiety and depression were also common f eaturcs as well as the desire to change identity 
by altering thei.i· daily routii1es, telephone numbers and addresses.8 The latter symptoms 
include the desire to secure the saf cty of the ,~ctim's envii·o11111ent and c,an entail significant 
financial costs. 
The second phase, which begins immediately after the initial reaction, can last between six 
months and a year. Yet again, this phase is characte1ised by a desire to change residence 
and workplace and an increasing reliance on fanliJy suppo11. Nightmares and tl1e 
development of phobias were also common ii1cludi.i1g se>..1.1al f c.-u-s and f cai-s of being 
outside, in a crowd or alone.0 Later studies have confim1ed the Burgess and Holstrom 
research adding symptoms such as eating disorde1-s and substance abuse.'0 The trauma of 
the rape is also not confined to tl1e victim. Families arc often equally affected. In one 
recent study, four of tl1c five maITied victm1s were divorced witlm1 18 montl1s of a stranger 
rape assault." Medical practitionc1-s have c.ategorised tl1e above effects of rape as 
Dunn S & Gilchrist V "Sexual Assault" (1993) 20 P1imary Care 359,361. 
Block A "Rape Tranma Syndrome as Scientific Exper1 Testimony" (1990) 19 Archives of 
Sexual Bchavior 309,310. 
' Above 118,310-311. 
" Nadelson C "Conscqnenccs of Rape: Clinic.,J And Treatment Aspects" (1989) 51 
Psychotherapy Psychosom 187,188. 
11 Above n 10,188. 
G 
characte1istic of posttraumatic stress disorder and rape trauma syndrome has been 
recognised in the United States corn1s. 12 
Se>..11al assault and rape trauma syndrome produce a dramatic impact on the victim's lif c. 
For most victims it takes one month after the assault to be able to function ,~~thin the 
family, two months within social situations and eight months within the workplace. 13 This 
ability to resume normal daily life is fwtl1er dependent on the nature of the snual assault. 
Assault by an acquaintance or relative (the most common form of se)..ual assault) produces 
the additional issues of betrayal and secrecy." 
The above medical studies are united on one central theme, the impo1tance of family and 
societal suppo11 in the rehabilitation of the rape victim. The ability to protect the victim 
and allay questions of guilt, shame and hw11iliation have been identified as prerequisites in 
aiding a ,~ctim's recovery. 15 This identification of the ,~ta! role that society can play in 
ensrning that its members arc able to pa1ticipate fully in the commwuty has impo1tant 
consequences for any social policy related to victims of c1ime. The United Nations has 
also recog1uscd the primary role society can play in aiding the recovery of victims of c1imc 
by including the provision of state-funded compensation to victims who have sustained 
" ... significant bodily ii~jrny or impairment of physical or mental health as a result of se1ious 
nimes". 16 The issue in tlus paper is how can New Zealand society best pe1{01m tlus role? 
The characteristics of sc>..ual violation and its aftem1atl1 present social policy analysts v,~tl1 a 
difficult task in devclopii1g an adequate compensation scheme for victims. Wlulst various 
legal journal a11iclcs have focussed on ce1tain aspects of victim compensation, no 
comprehensive research has been undc11aken wluch prm~des a complete presentation of 
12 Above n 8,317. 
" Above n 7,369. 
" Above 11 10,189. 
15 Aboven 10,189&118,311. 
1
• UN Declaration Of Basic P1inciplcs Of Justice For Victims Of C1ime A11d Abuse Of Power 
1985, Article 12. New Zealand was a slate signatory. 
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the Yaricty of options cmTcntly available to sc:\ual assault victims. 17 Without such a 
comprchcnsiYe review of present meas\u-es, discussions on refom1 arc difficulL 
This paper H1ll examine the new Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation Insmancc 
Act 1992 and its aff cctiveness in providing rape victims '"1th the neccssai11 resources to 
successfully rehabilitate. It will also examine other options available to rape victims seeking 
financial compensation. Given the unique features of rape, arc the cwTent compensation 
mcasmes providing adequate cover for victims of sc:>..ual assault? 18 In New Zealand, rcfonn 
of victim compensation law has been demanded by some legal practitioners.19 This paper 
seeks to examine the positive and negative consequences of cwTent policy, thereby 
providing a framework H1thin which rcfo1m measures may be discussed. 
II. TIIE AVAILABILITY OF VICTIM COMPENSATION PRIOR TO 1992 
In 1963, New Zealand was the first western nation to provide state-funded victim 
compensation. Prior to this, victims of nimc relied on civil proceedings in order to gain 
compensation directly from the off ender. The financial health of the off ender was, 
therefore, directly at issue. Compensation was only available to victims in circumstances 
where the off ender had been identified and had sufficient assets to reimburse costs arising 
from the crime and subsequent cou1i proceedings. 
The C1iminal I1~jurics Compensation Act 1963 specifically provided state relief to victims 
of c1imc. A consolidated fund was established from money approp1iatcd by Parliament 
,; Sec: Bawdon F "Putting A Price On Rape: Increasing Compensation Awards" (1993) 143 J\'cw 
Liw Journal 371-372; Ddmy L "Accident Rehabilitation And Compensation Bill: A Feminist 
Assessment" (1992) 22 VU\VLH 79-102; Mw·Kenzic R "Lump Sums Or Litigation? Compensation 
for Sexual Abuse. The C,L~c For Reinstatement Of A Compensation For Criminal lnju1ics Scheme" 
(1993) 15 NZULR 367-39S; Tobin R "Reinventing The \Vhccl: Criminal Injuries Compensation?" 
(1994) NZI,J 378-383; Miller R "An Analysis And Critique of the 1992 Ch,mgcs To New Zea.land's 
Accident Compensation Scheme" (1992) 5 CUl 1-16. 
" A 1985 study examined the fin,mcia.l consequences of sexual assault for the victim. 17% 
suffered increased costs due to fear which included self defence classes, buying a car, increased use 
of taxis, paying more rent to live in a safer area, fitting security devices in the home. 15% suffered 
loss of earnings ;md some victims lost their jobs. 10% moved house. Additional costs r.mged from 
chilck.;u-e expenses while ,~ctims recovered and the cost of prescriptions. Bawdon F "Putting a P1ice 
On Rape: l11creasing Compensation Awards" (1993) 143 New L,wjouma.1371, 372. 
" Tobin H "Reinventing The ,vhcel: C1iminal Injuries Compensation?" (1994) NZLJ 378-383. 
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and the C1imes Compensation Tribunal was also given the power to recover money from 
convicted offenders and victims who subsequently successfully sued off enders in civil 
proceedings.20 
The need for state relief had been demonstrated by research in B1itain which highlighted 
the dep1ivation suffered by ,1ctims when the off ender was not in a position to offer 
compensation. An additional justification was offered by Dr Robson, Secretary of Justice. 
Capital punishment had recently been abolished and work-release schemes for con~cted 
off enders were wxler consideration. Victim compensation was offered:21 
" ... as a palliative to blunt opposition to these penal refo1ms, as well as to 
respond to tl1e public's general concern about nime. In addition, tl1e 
legislation was consistent "1th the multitude of benefiLi;; offered citizens 
w1der the social security system." 
The Criminal lqjmies Compensation Act 1963 limited state relief to senous personal 
ir1jury offences such as murder, assault and rape. Eligibility under the scheme was 
dependant on i11iw11 defmed as actual bodily ha1m and included pregnancy and mental or 
nervous shock. 
Applications were sent to a tribunal and the victim was allowed to have counsel present. 
The uibunal could make an award once satisfied, on tl1e balance of probabilities, that tl1e 
offence had occmTed and iqjury had resulted. The behaviour of the victim, which may 
have directly or indirectly conl!ibuted to the offence, was also taken into account and 
victims who were related to the off ender or living in the off ender's household were not 
eligible for compensation. 
Compensation was awarded for expenses u1cmTed by the iqjmy, loss of earnings, pam and 
suff e1ing and any other reasonable loss. The tJ·ibw1al had discretion to award lump-sum or 
periodic payments.22 
The Act specifically allowed for compensation to victims of rape and acknowledged 
mental as well as physic.al ii~wy. However, applications had to be made "1thin a year of 
"' Criminal lr~ju1ics Compensation Act 1963, ss.22-25. 
" Dr Robso11 quoted in Meiners R Vic/Jin Compensa/Jon (Lexington Books, Massacusells, 
1978) 9-10. 
,., Above n 20, ss.2,12,17,18,19, Schedule to the Act. 
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the iqjury an<l sc>,.11al assault by a relative or spouse barrc<l any claim. The prevalence of 
acquaintance rape and delays in repo1ting would, therefore, have excluded many victims 
from claim.ing compensation w1der th.is Act.23 
In 1966 a Royal Comm.ission of Inqu.iiy, chaired by Mr Justice vVoo<lhouse, was 
established to investigate and repo1t on the law relating to compensation for iqjwies 
suff ercd in the workplace. Although the main focus of the Commission's rcpo1t 
concentrated on employment accidents, the Comm.ission c>,.tcn<led its tcm1s of reference:2' 
There has been such concentration upon the 1isks face<l by men drning 
the working day that considerable hazards they must face drning the rest of 
each 24 homs ... have been vi1t11ally disregarded. But workers <lo not 
change their stat11s at 5pm, an<l if iqjurcd on the highway or at home they 
arc the same men, an<l their needs and the countiy's need of them are 
lmchange<l. 
The central recommendation of the Commission was the creation of a comprehensive 
state-funded compensation scheme for cve1y man and woman regarding evc1y type of 
accident. The development of such a scheme was to be in line with five guiding p1inciplcs: 
a) community responsibility b) comprehensive entitlement c) complete rehabilitation d) 
real compensation and c) administrative efficiency. New Zealand citizens were asked to 
relinquish their 1ights to claim in civil proceedings. In return, the state would provide 
assistance for all iqjmics. 
Although not commonly associated with the term "accident", iqjuries sustained by ,1ctims 
of criminal activity were included ,11thin the scheme. A brief paragraph in the Rcpo1i 
recommended the inclusion of victims of crime, without any specific disrnssion on 
whether crime victims needs diff crcd from other iI1jury suff crers. The Commission was 
satisfied that " ... the scheme is all-embracing and pa1ticular groups iI1 the commtmity need 
not be specifically mentioned."25 
"' In 1967, only 21 aw;u-ds were made by the Tribunal. Total expenditure in that same year 
equalled $6,039. Personfli /Jyiuy: A Commcnt;uJ' On 7lic Repmt Of The Roy;J Com,mssion Of 
Inq1111y Into Compensation For Personal /Jyiuy In J\'ew Zealand (Government Print, \Vcllington, 
1969) 37. 
"' Roy;J Commission Of l11quiry Compensation For Personfli /JyiJJJ' Ii, New Zealand 
(Govcmme11t P1int, \Vcllington, December 1967) 21. 
" Above n 24, 112. 
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In 1972, on the recommendation of the Commission, the government enacted the 
Accident Compensation Act. The Ciiminal lqjuries Compensation Act 1963 was 
subsequently repealed in 197 4 and crime victims were no longer given separate legislative 
status.26 As mentioned above, the 1963 Act was not '"~dcly used and ,~ctims of c1imes not 
mentioned in tJ1e schedule to the Act were excluded from compensation. AltJ10ugh ,~ctims 
of rape were included in tJ1e legislation, tJ1e time limit prm~sion and bar on claims for 
injwies sustained tJ1rough rape by relatives and spouses excluded tJ1e possibility of many 
clain1s. Did the subsequent inclusion of rape victims within tJ1e accident compensation 
scheme offer any improvement in coverage? 
The Accident Compensation Acts in 1972 and 1982 fcatmed a number of provisions 
applicable to rape victims seeking compensation. 
Rape victims were eligible under the new compensation scheme if they could establish 
they had suffered personal iqjury by accident. ACC required proof tJ1at tJ1c rape had 
occurred, however police complaints were not mandatory. This allowed women who did 
not want to go tlu-ough the trauma of a rape investigation to clain1 eligibility tJu-ough 
medical and psychiatric repoiis. 2
7 The C1iminal lqjuries Compensation Act also did not 
require the prosecution of an off ender. However, proof on tJ1e balance of probabilities 
tl1at the nime had ocn11Ted placed a heavier onus on the ,~ctim tl1an required w1der tJ1e 
ACC legislation. The con!Jibutory behaviour clause in tJ1e C1iminal lqjwies 
Compensation Act was also removed. Establishing an iqjwy by accident was sufficient to 
claim compensation whether or not the victim's personal conduct conuibuted to tJ1e iqju1y 
Once an irurny by accident had been established, a range of compensation was available. 
In addition to earnings-related compensation and compensation for medical treatment, a 
rape victim was eligible under s.79 for a lump-sum payment for loss of eqjoyment of life, 
or pain and mental suff e1ing. This provision applied to non-earners as well as earners and 
was, therefore, a significant source of compensation for women. 
The Royal Commission of Inquiiy had 01iginally cautioned against tJ1e prm~sion of lump-
sum awards. In their view, large one-off payments could be easily dissipated on tl1e 
"' The Ciiminal lnju1ies Compensation Act 1963 was repealed by ss 6 & 12 of the Accident 
Compensation Amenclrnent Act 197 '1,. 
z; MacKenzie R "Lump Sums or Litigation? Compensation for Sexual Abuse. The Case for 
Reinstatement of a Compensation for C1iminal Injuries Scheme" (1993) 15 NZULR 373-374. 
11 
immediate needs of the iqjure<l person, leaving little money aside to meet fuhire costs. 
This argument focussed prima1i1y on those persons who have sustained pcm1ancnt 
i1~wy. 28 The Commission was 01iginally established to examine work-related accidents and 
as outlined above, inadequate attention was paid to victims of c1imc as a separate group. 
Its recommendation in favom of periodic payments, therefore, had little practical weight 
for rape ,~ctims whose compensation needs arc more immediate. Cow1selling costs and 
changes in a victim's environment are sho1t-term expenses and the majo1ity of rape victims 
<lo not suffer iqjuries that require long term payments. The Commission had 
recommended lump sum payments for minor pem1anent disabilities and the government 
compromised in allowing periodic payments for earnings-related compensation and lump-
swn payments for loss of e1~oymcnt, and pain and suffering.29 
The maximum amount payable under the lump-sum award was set in 1974 at $10,000 
and as the limit was not increased through legislation, the cowts introduced inflation-
ac.ljusted concepts which witnessed a 1ise in the level of payments awarded to victims 
underneath the $10,000 threshold."° In contrast, the C1iminal l1~uries Compensation Act 
allowed only a maximum of $2,000 for pecw1ia1y loss and expenses and $1,000 for pain 
1 IT · 31 anc. su11enng. 
The inune<liate needs of victims for lump-sum payments to assist with changes to their 
accommodation or seeming their environment was not provided under the ACC regime. 
Lump-sum payments for pain and suffering were not paid out until the condition had 
stabilised or until two years after the offence had occmTcd. 
Srnvrisingly, the number of actual payments for se>..1Jal assault iruwies by ACC w1der this 
section were small. In 1981, only three claims were accepted by ACC in spite of one 
hundred and fo1ty-one prosecutions for rape by the police in the same year. Eligibility 
requirements, being less stringent than police complaints, should have ensmed that 
26 Above 11 24, 60-61. 
"' Above n 24, 123-121. 
,.. The Hon Bill Birch Acciclcnl Compcnsa11·on: A Fa1i-c:r Scheme (Government Print, 
Vhllingtou,30July 1991) 50-51. 
" Above n 23, 37. The original Act had allowed only one thous,md pow1ds 
for pecuniary loss ,md expenses and five hundred pouuds for pain ,md suff e1i.ng. 
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compcnsatjon was claimed and accepted by at least half the number of police 
prosecutions. In one study, the absence of ACC-paid compensation was directly related to 
a lack of awareness by rape ,~ctims that tJ1ey were eligible to claim compensation under the 
Act.32 By 1991, the situation had changed and ACC provided $9.7 million in lump sum 
payments to 961 women and girls and 114 men and boys.
33 However, tJus included 
payments for child abuse wluch was at the time receiving significant public awareness. 
Tlus rapid 1ise in the volume of lump-sum payments prompted the government to review 
its accident compensation legislation. The Mi1uste1ial ,v orking Paiiy on the Accident 
Compensation Co1voration believed that the increase in sums being allocated by the 
cowts was resulting in a dispa1ity between injwies. For example, a spo1ts person suffering 
from a series of iqjuries could claim awards for each separate ii~wy wlule a tetraplegic who 
suffered one m;:i,jor accident could only receive $10,000. The levies on employers ai1d 
employees were also not able to meet tJ1e dcmai1d on ACC funds and the workii1g group 
proposed abolislung tJ1c lun1p-sum provision and shiftii1g tJ1c focus of the Act onto social 
and vocational rehabilitation.3' 
The Victims Task Force opposed tJ1e abolition of lun1p-s1m1 payments. In a response to 
the R11i-cr Scheme discussion paper, tJ1e Task Force ai·gucd tJ1at lump-sum payments were 
often the only source of compensation for crime ,~ctims who were not eligible to receive 
cai11ii1gs-rclated compensation due to their ability to return to work. The lump-sun1 
payment acted, therefore, as tJ1e only gest1u-e available to the state to adequately 
demonstrate society's recognition of the trauma suffered. The Task Force recommended 
that hunp sum compensation should contiime to be made available for victims of ciimc.
35 
Despite tJ1is subnussion, the Accident Rehabilitation ai1d Compensation Insmance Act 
introduced in 1992 abolished the lun1p sum payments and introduced new nite1ia which 
has resulted in a decrease in compensation available to victims of rape. 
" Above n 3, 72. 
!! Above n 4, 86. Note that tJ1is figure includes both current and historic sexual abuse of children. 
" Above n 30, 51-52. 
"' Victims Task Force Towmd, .Equality In Cn111111al]usticc: Fi11al Rcp01t O[The Vic111ns Task 
Force March J.9.93(Victims Task Force, Vhllington, 1993) 170-171. 
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The Acc:i<lent Compensation Act 1972 an<l 1982 increase<l the amount of compensatjon 
available to rape victims and remove<l the bar on rape by relatives an<l spouses. It also did 
not require as high a standard of proof as stipulate<l in the C1iminal lnjmies 
Compensation Act and enacte<l a more liberal no-fault pro,~sion of compensation. 
However, the 1963 statute di<l ensme special protectjon for victims of c1ime and did not 
bar civil proceedings. The inclusion of crime victims within a general accident 
compensation scheme also encourage<l analysts to ignore crime victims as a separate 
group with <listinct needs. The changes inlroduce<l in the new Accident Rehabilitation And 
Compensation lnsmance Act 1992 were the result of complaints which had little relevance 
for rape victims an<l yet, the aYailability of compensation for these victims has since been 
<lrastica.lly re<luced. The silence in government repo1ts concerning the affect of these 
changes on rape victims suggests that their nee<ls were not adequately consi<lered during 
the rdorms. 
Ill. THE ACCIDENT REHABILITATION AND COMPENSATION INSURANCE 
ACT 1992 
The new Acci<lent Rehabilitation and Compensatjon lnsmance Act 1992 provicle<l 
specific transition clauses for claims relating to incidents occuning before the 1992 
refonns. In section 135(3), any person who had suffered a personal injmy before July 
1992 and ha<l already lodged a claim prior to October 1992 was assesse<l under the 1982 
Act. However under section 135(5), where a claim had not been lodged, compensation 
was to be assessed under the new scheme. Compensatjon for non-economic loss 
occuning p1ior to the 1992 Act was also still available on w1itten application until April 
1993."" However, victims of rape (which occuned between 1972 and 1992) who have not 
yet lodged a claim with ACC, will now be assessed under the 1992 scheme regardless of 
when the u~jmy occurre<l. 
The 1992 Act, following sunilar provisions in the earlier schemes, excludes the 1ights of 
victims to claim compensatory damages from the offender in civil procec<lu1gs.37 
"' ThcAcciclcnt Rehabilitation a11d Compensation Insurance Act 1992, s.147(1). 
,; Above n 36, s.14. 
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But in situations where se:\.11al assault occmred p1ior to the 1972 Act, the section 14 
prohibition may not apply. In H v R, the victim claimed compensatory damages for se:\.ual 
abuse occwi-ing between 1967 and 1970. Whilst this claim was not pursued, the cowt did 
recognise the availability of compensatory damages for pre-1972 injwies.
88 However, as 
discussed in the later section on civil proceeding-s, time pe1iod restiictions may ensme that 
this is not a viable alternative clain1. 
Coverage w1der the Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation lnsmance Act 1992 
relates to personal iqjury, section 4, caused by an accident ("a specific event or se1ies of 
events that involves the application of a force ... e:\.temal to the human body'). The 
defmition of personal iI~jmy excludes iqjmy that does not result iI1 physical bairn. 
However, se:\.ual assault victims have been specifically targeted in section 8 tlu·ough tl1e 
inclusion of mental iI~jmies caused by se:\.ual assault regardless of whetl1er or not tai1giblc 
physical iI1jwies have occmred.3
9 \i\Thilst Blackwood J argued that tl1e essential natme of 
rape must involve physical iI1jrny, tl1ese iqjmies arc often iI1slillicient to meet the standai·ds 
required iI1 tl1c ACC assessment forms. The VictiIT1s Task Force submitted tJ1e need for a 
different method of assessment:
40 
The fact tJ1at the female body can sometimes "1thstand tJ1ese assault<; 
"1thout severe physical trauma (ie bruises, breaking skin or bleediI1g ... ) is 
no argument for excludiI1g it from tJ1e category of physical iI1jw11• 
The First Schedule to tJ1e Act also includes attempted se:,...ual violation as well as actual 
sc:,...ual assault. It is tJ1erefore unlikely tJ1al a victim of rape ,~ill not be covered under tl1e 
statute. 
Victims of rape continue to be eligible for compensation iI1 tl1e new Act despite tJ1e 
absence of charges or convictions against an off ender." The "no fault" philosophy m tl1e 
new Act accommodates the w1ique features of se:,...ual assault, recognismg that a majo1ity of 
'" H ,. R 11996] NZFUl 224, 232-233. 
,,, In X ,, Acodc11/ Compensation C01poratio11 (Dea~·io11 No:272/91) (1991) Accident 
Compensation Appeal Authority 5-6: 
Blackwood held that " ... The very nature of sexual violation by rape must involve some fom1 of 
persona] iIU1111' although tJ1e effects may well Va.11' from victim to victim." 
"' Above n 35, 170. 
" Above n 36, s.8(4). 
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rape G1ses arc not repo1tcd to the police and for those that arc repo1ted and charges arc 
laid, onlv 50% of these cases result in a conviction.42 
An application under section 8(3) is also excluded from the twelve month time limit 
imposed on making a claim.43 Due to the nature of scx.ual assault, where the abuse is often 
not disclosed for months or years after the event, this exception is a positive step. Section 
63(3) specifically ties the claim to the first session of treatment rather than when the 
ofTencc actually occwTed. The e>..1cnsion of the time period for victims of se>..ual assault 
recognises and validates the experiences of these victims. In a recent study on rape victims, 
reasons for not making an ACC application included:"' 
'Too shocked and shattered to cope with business" 
"It took me several years to lei myself even think about it all" 
"I didn't want lo see anyone or talk about the rape" 
"Nol w1til two years later did I realise the efTect and actually seek 
cow1sclling" 
For rape victims who suff cr iqjmies that require time away from paid employment, they 
will receive 80% of their weekly earnings from A.CC while they arc "incapacitated" as a 
result of the personal injury.45 However, as outlined aboYc, the emphasis on camings-
rclated compensation as the p1ima11' source of state fonds reinforces existing social 
inequalities. In a society where women continue to cai11 less than their male cow1lcrpa1ts, 
compensation for similar sc>..1.1al violation ofTcnces will be suqjcct to variation. 
The majority of victims arc also able to return to the workforce or arc 1mpaid workers. For 
this group, there arc few compensation options under the new Act. 
ChiefJ ustice Eichclbawn Address To The Rape Confcrcncc paper delivered to the "Rape: 
Te11 Yem--s Progress?" Co11ference (March 1996, ,Vcllington) Presented statistics on the com1ction 
and discharge rates for rape 0ITe11ces between 1986 and 1995. 
"' Above n 36, s.63(3). 
A selection of rape ,1ctims' testimonies in HurcUe C Access To The Lump Sum Pa)'Inenl 
Pronsions Of The Acadcnt Compensation Act J.982, By Sexual Assault Swvfrors (Victoria 
University, ,Vcllington, 1987) 34. 
"' Above n 36, s.39. Test for inc.apacity, s.37: By reason of the personal injury, unable to eng-d.ge 
in employment. 
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The lump-sum compensation for pain and loss of c11joymcnt has been replaced by a 
weekly independence allowance. The 1992 reforms, therefore, have returned to the 
position originally advocated by the Royal Commission of Inquiry in 1967. The allowance 
is calculated on a sliding scale '"~th those claiming 100% disability receiving a maximum of 
$40 per week. The allowance is applicable for claimants who have a degree of disability 
over 10% calculated on an assessment c1ite1ia listed in the first and second schedules of 
the Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation Insurance (Independence Allowance 
Assessment) Regulations 1993.
46 Any payment for this allowance will not be paid w1til 
thi1teen weeks after the accident and a person's continuing eligibility is pe1iodically 
assesse<l.47 The independence allowance is, however, available to non-earners as well as 
earners and docs not discriminate between the earning capacity of workers. 
The reality of the assessment Ciiteria ensmes that most rape victims will not receive any 
significant compensation under the Act. The lump-sum option available to victims in the 
1972 and 1982 accident compensation legislation, enabled victims to move location or 
introduce safety measures in their work, domestic and/or social enviro1m1ent. It also aided 
their recovery in providing a one-off payment rather than an on-going reminder that they 
are a victim. The reassessment provisions for the independence allowance could cause 
additional trauma for victims in reliving the event at later stages. 
,i\lhilst the positive reinforcement of a "no fault" philosophy remams m the Act, the 
replacement of the lump-sum payment with a lesser weekly amount does not recognise the 
distinction between an accident and a deliberate illeg-;i.l act. For many victims, state 
compensation is impo1tant. It represented society's acknowledgement that suff e1ing had 
occurred as a result of se>.ual violation and the victim was not to blan1e for the Ciime.
48 
This acknowlcd,ennent has been significantly reduced. The assessment regime for the 
independence allowance ensmes that victims '"ill receive a maximum of $5 per week. 
... The regulations concentrate on physical injwies. Out of 136 questions, there is one question 
relating to sexual activity ;u1d 29 questions exm11ining mental injwies. If a rape ,ictim suffered 
mental injuries only, including contemplating suicide, the ,ictim would be classified as 2096 disabled 
m1d entitled lo $5 per week. 
" Above n 36, s.54. 
" Above n 44, 56. 
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Aside from earnings related compensation and the independence allowance, the new Act 
also promotes rehabilitation measures. One emergency counselling session is available to 
the victim who suffers mental il~wy from a sex11al assault prm1ded it is given ,~1thin twenty-
four hours of the rape. This section refers to telephone rather than face-to-face counselling 
for victims But generally, cow1sellil1g ,,111 be provided for the victim on a face-to-face basis 
for a period not exceedil1g 20 hours. To quaW11 for counselling, ACC must be satisfied 
that the claimant has suffered a personal il1jury and the counselling will assist il1 reducil1g 
the injrn11 or that a doctor has refeITed the ,1ctirn for cOlmselling. If the victim requires 
further counselling, ACC must be satisfied that the continuation is as a result of the 
personal il1jwy. The c01voration can also require a second opil1ion if it considers the 
counsellil1g wmecessa1y or il1approp1iate.49 Requiril1g a second opil1ion could be 
traun1atic for rape victims due to tJ1e sensitive nahire of the nime. In order to feel 
comfo11ablc ill disclosing the occmTence, a ,1.ctim needs to establish a rappo1t with the 
counsellor. 
In order to assess whether counselling is necessa1y, the victil11 has two ilUtial counsellir1g 
sessions where she must disclose the se:\.ual assault. A report is tJ1en filed ,,1.th ACC by the 
counsellor and there is delay until counselling is either approved or denied.50 In 
submissions to the Minister for Accident Compensation ill 1994, cow1sellors c1iticised this 
scheme, citing two sessions as insufficient to establish a rappo11 between client and 
counsellor which would enable the victirn to feel comfo1tablc in disclosil1g details of sexual 
assault and the gap between the initial sessions and approval by ACC to continue, 1s 
damaging for victir11s who have disclosed rape and tJ1en are forced to wait for tJ1erapy.51 
The Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation Insurance Act 1992 presents a number of 
difficulties for victims of sexual assault. Earnings-related compensation represents eighty 
percent of wages. An emphasis on the earning c.apacity of the worker ensures that 
.. Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation lnsurmwc (Counselling costs) Regulations I 992 
ss.24,26 & 27. 
"' Above 11 27, 369. 
" Submission from the ACC Consumer Network to the Minister for Accident Compensation 
(31 May 1994). 
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compensation 1s not equitably disLributed between men and women, while women 
continue to cam less than their male colleagues. The physic,al iqjmies sustained in a se,mal 
assault also, in a majority of cases, do not inhibit the ability of tl1e victim to resume work. 
The assessment crite1ia therefore ensme tl1at most victims will be eligible for only a small 
independence allowance and 20 homs of counselling sessions. This is inadequate 
compensation for an event tl1at can severely restrict a victim's capacity to freely participate 
"1thin society. However, as the accident compensation scheme "1tl1draws its coverage 
from victims of se>..·ual assault, other avenues arc available for victinls seeking adequate 
reimbursement. 
IV. CIVIL PROCEEDINGS AND EXEMPLARY DAMAGES 
The accident and compensation legislation since its inception in 1972 has excluded the 
ability to claim compensatory damages in the comts. Section 14 of tl1c 1992 Act explicitly 
removes tl1e right to sue for compensation, as all proceedings arc ban-ed where dan1agcs 
arise from the ii1jmy sustained. Compensatory damages arc concerned ,\1tl1 tl1e ii1juries or 
losses i.i1Cu1Tcd by tl1c plaintifi~ therefore, they arc a direct result of the ii1jury. 
However tl1c landmark decision ii1 1982, Donsclaar ,. Donse/a;u; has provided an 
exception to this general prohibition which allows victims of sc>..ual assault to sue thcii· 
off enders for expenses not adequately provided w1dcr the 1992 ACC scheme. The cornt 
held tl1at altl1ough civil proceedings for damages "a1ising directly or indirectly out of 
personal iqjury" arc excluded under the accident compensation scheme, tl1is statutory bar 
did not extend to exemplary damagcs.
52 Cooke J emphasised the compensatoty focus of 
the ACC scheme and held that by allowing- cxempla1y damages, tl1c cou11 would not be 
undermining the policymakcrs objectives as tl1c latter is purely punitive.
53 Cooke J argued 
primarily on public policy grow1ds, almost avoiding any dirccl dealing with the section 14 
exclusion clause. Richardson .T, on the otl1cr hand, fow1d no difficulty ,~1tl1 section 14. He 
argued that the statute bar simply docs not relate to exemplary damages as these damages 
do not "arise dii·ectly or indii·cctly out of personal ii1jmy." The question of exempla1y 
,, Above n 36, s.14. 
" Donsc/a;LJT Donse/a,1r [1982) 1 NZLR 104-107. 
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damages is <lirecte<l towards the conduct of the defendant r3ather than the ha1m sufTered 
by the plaintifT,5' 
In recent years, Donsclaar , , Donsclaar has been use<l to argue for exemplary damages for 
rape vict.ims. The results have been mixe<l. Although the Corn1 of Appeal was willing to 
examine the availability of remedies other than compensation, it was equally unwilling to 
open the gc1tes too wide:55 
The Com1s will have to keep a tight rein on actions, with a \'iew to 
countering any temptation, conscious or unconscious, to give exempla1y 
damages merely because the stah1to1y benefits may be f clt to be 
inadequate. 
Succcssf ully clainung exemplary damages in cornt for sc:i.11al assault has presented 
clain1ants with a number of <lillic.ult.ies. The m~jority of rape vict.ims <lo not repo11 the 
assault immediately after the event and many of the civil proceedings arc embarked upon 
only after the clef cn<lant has been convicted in the criminal com1. Issues such as double 
jeopardy, expiration of the time allowed to lodge an act.ion an<l the inadequacy of available 
to1t an<l equitable causes of action to deal wit11 sc:i.11al assault have prosnibcd t11c 
availability of exemplary damages for victims of rape. 
A. St.andard required For ExemplclI)' Damages 
The focus of exemplary damages concentrates on the <lef cndant's actions, rather than t11c 
damage that has resulted. As a consequence, the standard of proof required is high. The 
damages seek to highlight exceptional act.ions that arc not to be tolcratc<l in society. Akwi 
I' Taylor Preston Ltcf.5(, 
... before an act.ion for exempla111 damages can even get ofT t11e ground, or 
pass the threshold test, a plaintiff nec<ls to establish a substratum of facts 
on the pleadings which, if proved at trial, woul<l show that the case was 
serious and exceptional, and t1iat the conduct complained of was so 
oullc1geous t11at pwushment was called for, as an end in itself, in that there 
had been a conscious wrongdoing on t11e pa11 of the def cn<lant in 
contw11elious <lisregar<l for t11e safety of the plain till. 
"' Above 11 53, 109. 
,., Above 11 !i3, 107. 
"' Aka11· v TaylorPres/011 Lld[1995] NZAR 33,37. 
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In H/ ,, Counties A1anukau Hea/1}1 Limited, the plaintiff needed to show "high-handed 
conduct or oppression."
51 
Se>..11al assault is the violation of one person's 1ighL<; to physical libe1ty. The off ender 
commits this ,1olation with intent and no regard for the safety of tl1e victim. It is, therefore, 
unlikely that where se>..ual assault is proven it will not meet the high standard required for 
exempla1y damages:
58 
The ne>..1 matter for decision therefore, is whether the conduct of the 
clef endant is "so outrageous or accompanied by such contumely" tJ1at 
compensato111 damages arc inadequate. It would be difficult to imagine a 
plainer case for exempla1y damages than an act of violent rape. The 
affront to the victim in ,1olating her could properly be desnibed as the 
utmost insult tl1at any woman could suffer. 
B. Cause of Action 
The majo1ity of civil sernal abuse proceedings rely on the to11s of assault and batte1y as the 
main causes of action. Assault and batte1y are classified under the catego1y of trespass and 
intentional inte1fcrence witl1 tl1e person. 
In order to claim batte1y, there must have been an intentional act of ham1ful or off ensivc 
contact by another person. Assault is tl1e intentional creation of fear of imminent ham1 or 
offensive contacl.
59 For botl1 catcgo1ies, evidence of ach1al physical damage is unnccessa1y. 
Since a significant proportion of rape cases do not exhibit tangible physical iqjwy, assault 
and batte111 off er victims the ability to claim for psychological injwies.
60 However,tl1e legal 
distinctions between assault and batte1y can also prove difficult to reconcile ,~1th the effects 
of se>..11al assault, as demonstrated in the recent case of TI' H 
In this case, the plaintiff claimed she was se>..ually abused as a child by M. M died in May 
1992 and tl1e plaintiff lodged her claim against his estate after his death. The causes of 
" H1 1' Counties Jlf;uwk;w Health LrimiedUnrepor1cd, 13 Ap1il 1995, High Court, Auckland 
Regisuy, CP 583/94, 13. 
"' A 1' /11[1991 I 3 I\ZLR 228,252 . 
.,, Fleming] The L1w OfT01ts (6 cd.,Thc L1.w Book Company Limited, Sydney, 1983) 23-24. 
,,. See text at n 40: Sexual ,L'isault is an inherently ,~olent act, however, the ability of women's 
bodies to quickly recover from tl1c physical tra1m1a often ensures tl1at ,~ctims arc w1ablc to produce 
tangible e,~dcncc of physical injury. 
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action were assault an<l battc111.r.
1 The \'ictim dairnc<l battc1y for the actual physical abuse 
an<l assault for the continuing threat to her saf cty throughout her life, which ccase<l only on 
the <lcath of the alleged off ender. vVhilst the cowt was willing to accept the batte1y 
(although the victim woul<l be w1able to recover <lue to the Lrnitations Act 1950, as the 
actual physical abuse took place over twenty years p1ior to the legal proceedings),
62 it was 
less "~lling to provide a remedy for the assault. In or<ler to circumvent the limitation 
perio<l regarding the assault, the plaintiff ha<l to demonstrate at least a continuing threat. A 
threat which occuITc<l twenty years previously as an isolated incident would not now be 
able to be pw·sucd in the comt. However the comt was unwilling to accept the continuing 
threat argument:63 
Continuing f car as a result of a tlu·cat may cc1tainly be a consequence of 
the assault, but ca1mot in my opinion constitute a continuation of tl1c 
assault itself. 
In a dissenting opinion, Cooke P felt that assault an<l battc111 were inadequate to <lcal "~th 
the continuing psychological ii"tiuries which arc symptomatic of rape an<l sexual assault. 
According to Cooke P, the lack of precedents in this area allowed the comt to examme 
this issue and fom1 new common law to <lea! specifically "~th the unique features of se:,..11al 
assault.&! The difficulty that assault raise<l in this case, was the lack of actual threats to tl1e 
victim. Although she lived in continual f car which was only abated on the dcatl1 of the 
alleged off ender, this was not sufficient to constitute an actual ongoing assault. 
Two recent se>..11al assault e,;1scs have also based their claims on a breach of a fiducia1y 
relationship and negligence. 
What constitutes a fi<lucia1y relationship? In equity, precedent cases off er gui<lelii1cs on 
when such a relationship may arise in a given set of circtm1Stanccs. However, the concept 
of a fiduciary relationship is open to expansion.
65 In commercial dealii1g"S, tl1e fiducia1y 
" T, · Hll99513 NZLR 37. 
'
2 Refer to the later disrnssion iu this chapter under the subheading Tii11c L1imia/Jons. 
" Above n 61, 53. 
.. Above 11 61, 42-43 . 
., Hayton D, l-laJ1on And Marshall Cases And Commentmy On 77ie Law OfTi11sts (9 ed., 
Sweet & M~well, London, 1991) 589. 
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relationship arises where one party gains the confidence of the other and acts or appears to 
act in the other's interest. This relationship is not dependent on a pre-existing relationship, 
but can "spring" from isolated dealings or transactions.
66 Relationships that in general terms 
arc assW11ed to be fiduciary in character include principal/agent and lawyc1/ clicnt. 
In H v R, the male plaintiff alleged that as a child, he was subjected on several occasions to 
se:x.ual abuse by P. P owned a bach near lo the plaintiffs family holiday home and the 
se:i,,.ual abuse took place over sW11mer holidays. The def cndant was an acquaintance of the 
plaintiffs family.
67 The cowt held that se:i,,.11al abuse had occmTed and granted relief for 
battery. The cowt, therefore, did not fmd it nccessa1y lo make a decision regarding 
fiducia1y relationships but did off er some obiter comments on the likeW10od of any 
success in such a claim. 
Hammond J was unwilling to e:x.1end fiducia1y relationships to such a catego1y as family 
acquaintances. Obvious fiducia1y relationships including parent/child or docto1/ patient 
have ofrcn been addressed in sc:x.11al abuse cases and the cmut felt that it would be w1wise 
to pus) 1 the bounda1ies:
68 
Bui where (as in this case) there arc more inte1mittent relationships - in 
many cases nothing more than casual visitations - there arc obvious 
problems with the establishment of a fiduciary duty. An otherwise 
admirable end cannot be met by utilising an impo1tant concept, and one 
which has a distinct moral and functional presence in ow· law, by watering 
down the basic concept of a fiducia1y. 
Given that the judge's comments arc s11ictly obiter, sc:i,,.ual abuse that occurs between an 
acquaintance and tl1c victim may be able lo be catego1iscd as a fiduciary relationship. 
Establishing such a relationship is fact-specific. It can be argued that where mutual 
confidence and reliance have developed between two persons, a fiduciary relationship 
exists. The development of the fiducia1y concept was fow1d to be necessary in order to 
protect a vulnerable pa1tner in an inherently tmequal relationship. Although in H v R tl1c 
defendant was a new acquaintance of the family, the abuse occuITed once the dcf endant 
had gained the trnsl and confidence of the child. The abuse took place over a pe1iod of 
06 J-/;1111bc1g 1· Barsl,y50 A.2d 34-5, 346 (1947). 
6
' Above 11 38, 224. 
"' Above 11 38, 231. 
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years. In this case, it is diffirnlt lo imagine a dearer example of the imbalance of power 
which the concept of fiducia1y duty was established to protect. A child is particularly 
vulnerable and when confidence and trnst is given to an adult, this vulnerability of the child 
should be adequate to imply ce1tain duties incumbent on the adulL 
In S ,, G, the respondent claimed breach of a fiducia111 relationship as well as a breach of 
duty of care (negligence). The appellant was a medical practitioner who allegedly had a 
sn1.1al relationship vvith the respondent while she was w1dcr the age of sixteen.
69 
In order to claim negligence,10 the victim is required to demonstrate that the alleged 
off ender had a duty to comply with a " ... ce1tain standard of conduct for the protection of 
others against unreasonable 1isks" and that he or she failed lo fulfil that duty which resulted 
in injmy to the victim." The foundation for both the negligence claim and the breach of 
fiducia1y relationship relied on the appellant's position as a doctor within the Ccntrepoint 
Commw1ity. Due to his status, the respondent trnstcd him and he was under a duty to 
perfom1 his professional cxpe1tise in a manner which did not exploit her so.1.1ally.
12 
The cow1 acknowledged the common source of both claims and decided to treat them as 
breaches of the same conduct.73 
As outlined above, se:\.1.1al assault may be the subject of civil proceedings under a variety of 
<liff crent causes of action depending on tl1e nature of the abuse, the relationship between 
the abuser and the victim and tl1e status of the accused. \.Vhilst tl1ese causes arc available, 
the success of such a claim is dependent on whether the se:i..1.1al assault look place recently 
or occuITed several years before. Each cause of action is su~jecl lo diff crenl limitations on 
time available to sue. 
'" S 1· C 11995] 3 NZLR 681. 
;o For a discussion 011 the availability of exemplary, d,unages for negligence, refer to tl1e 
subheading, The A 1·ailc1b1lii)' of Hnc111CI~V Assistc111cc From The Cowt.s; at tl1c end of this chapter. 
;, Above n 59, 99. 
;
2 Above n 69, 685. 
" Above n 69, 688-689. 
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C Time Li1111filtions 
\,Vhere the plaintiff 1s claiming damages in to11 (assault, battery and negligence), 
proceedings must commence within six years from the date in which the cause of action 
accmed.74 In respect of bodily injwy, the limitation period is two years, but the comt may 
e>..tend the time limit by a fu1ther four years.
75 However, section 24 provides an exception 
to these deadlines. \,Vhere the victim is under a disability, the cause of action accmes only 
when the disability ceases to affect the victim. "Disability" is not exhaustively defined but 
section 2 of the Act includes infancy and w1smmd mind within the definition. 
For child sernal abuse cases, the limitation pe1io<l usually begins to nm when the child 
reaches the age of mc\io1ity. Therefore, if a child was se>..ually abused at the age of twelve, 
under the section 24 "disability" exception, the victim would not be statute -barred from 
commencing proceedings eight years later when reaching the age of twenty. Child se:>..ual 
abuse may also delay the limitation pe1iod fmther. The cause of action accrues in assault 
and battery (where no evidence of physic.al damage is required) when the to1t is 
commit1ed. However, for negligence, it accmes from the time damage occurs.
76 Until as an 
adult, the victim is able to link subsequent psychological damage to the se:>..ual abuse, the 
cause of action may not accme. However, if physical dan1age resulted at the time of the 
abuse, then the cow1 may only delay the limitation period w1til the age of majority has 
been reached.
77 
The elements in assault and battery include a lack of consent. Despite the cause of action 
accming when the actual to1t has been committed, the cornts have been willing to e:>..1end 
the limitation pe1iod in cases where the link between consent and abuse has been belatedly 
n1ade.7
8 
" Limitations Act 1950 s.4. 
" Above n 74, s.4(7). 
" Above 11 61, 40. 
" Above n 69, 686-687. 
" Above 11 38, 229-230. 
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Howe\'er, for adult rape victims, the linkage between consent, psychological damage and 
the ach1al assault is usually required to be made at the time of the assault. ,vi1ereas 
allowance is made for the inability of children to fully comprehend the consequences of 
adult behaviour, it would appear inconsistent with the underlying rationale in e>..tending the 
limitations pe1iod, to include adult rape victims within this catego1y. But adult rape victims 
usually delay rcpo11ing rape. vVill this natmally preclude a civil claim from being heard two 
to six years after the event? 
In T ,· H, the victim argued that fear of the accused prevented a civil claim w1til after his 
death. The coui1 examined whether f car could enable the victim to be included within the 
section 24 "disability" exception. The corn1 held that where established psychiatric and 
psychological causes prevent the ,~ctim from initiating proceedings, the disability provision 
is satisfied. However, in that case, the death of the accused meant that the disability 
exception from the Limitations Act did not apply. The limitation pe1iod in the event of the 
death of the accused is governed by the Law Refo1m Act 1936, which does not recognise 
the extension of the limitation pe1iod for reasons of <lisability.
19 As outlined above, the 
m,\jority also refused to accept that the f car exhibited by the victim constituted a continuing 
assault which allowed for a later accmal of action. 
T ,, H docs, at least theoretically, open the possibility that an adult victim of rape may 
claim assault, bat1e1y and negligence in civil proceedings even after the limitation period 
expires, if the victim can prove that psychological causes prevented an c..1.rlicr claim. In 
negligence claims, the period can be extended frn1her if damage (including psychological) 
only arose later than the actual physical assault and bat1c1y. 
Fiducia1y procccding-s arc not subject to the Limitations Act, as section 4(9) excludes 
equitable remedies from its jmis<liction. However, where an equitable claim is lodged 
together with an action in 1011 for the same conduct, the cow1s will generally apply similar 
limitation pcriods.80 
"' Above n 61, 49-51. 
'° Above 11 38, 230-231 & above 11 69, 688-689. 
2G 
D. DoubleJeopardy 
Whilst civil proceedings for rape remain relatively rare, the majo1ity of comt hea1ing
s on 
rape are conducted in the criminal sphere. However, should a criminal conviction im
pact 
on the ability of the rape victim to recover exemplary damages? Seeming a crim
inal 
conviction would lend considerable suppo11 to the establishment of a civil claim and
 yet, 
the cou1t'i have not been entirely consistent in their approach to the issue of do
uble 
jeopardy.
81 
Section 26(2): No one who has been finally acquitted or convicted of, or 
pardoned for, an offence shall be tried or punished for it again. 
Exemplary damages highlight the punitive aspect of the offender's conduct. The simil
a1ity, 
therefore, between a niminal conviction and the award of exemplary damages cr
eates 
difficulties when a ci,11 claim is commenced after a criminal tJial. 
In H I' R, civil proceedings were conducted prior to a criminal charge being laid. The 
judge held that there would be no issue regarding double jeopardy as the defendan
t was 
eighty years old and ill. It was tmlikcly that the police would b1ing charges for healt
h 
reasons. Therefore, the judge f clt able to award damages. If the situation had permitted a 
later criminal charge, the judge suggested that he would not have g1,mted damages. 
He 
would have, instead, relied on the later niminal cotu1 to apply sections 22 and 28 o
f the 
Crimina).Justice Act I 985 to provide financial reparation lo the ,1ctirn.
82 
S ,, G involved an off ender who had already received a custodial sentence for the oflcnce, 
although the victim was not awarded any reparation dming the sentencing. The Cor
nt of 
Appeal did not mle out awarding exemplary damages in cases where there had also be
en a 
criminal conviction, but did consider the issue of double jeopardy as one factor ag
ainst 
g:,1nting the respondent leave to seek remedies. The cowt held that allm,1ng exemp
la11' 
damages when a criminal conviction had been obtained would require a weakening o
f the 
" The Bill Of Rights Act 1990. 
82 Above 11 38, 233. Ref er to Chapter V for a fuller discussion on the application of the
 C1iminal 
Justice Act 1985. 
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Bill of Rights provision, which is not necessat)' given the availability of reparation <luring 
sentencing.83 
The lower cowt, in this case, did not examine the Bill of RighLc; argument an<l had granted 
leave for civil proceedings after considering a number of policy ramifications. In c1iminal 
llials, the judge has a discretion to allow victim's concerns to be raised when considc1ing 
reparations. However, as a general mlc, the victim has no right to pa1ticipatc in the 
proceedings and has no legal representation. Once a complaint is made to the police, the 
victim loses the 1ight to choose which form of proceedings will take place:
84 
If a successful criminal prosecution were held automatically to block any 
claim for exemplary damages a prosecution might be felt to disadvantage a 
woman in need of money in which to rehabilitate herself. It would be 
contlary to good policy if a mle <liscowaged abused women from 
cooperating with the police, by giving evidence against se:,,.ual off enders, 
because the ve1)' act of giving assistance to convict would preclude a 
damages claim. 
Victims arc nuTcntly being discouraged from rcpo1ting rape to the police due to the 
diflirnlties encountered <lming the police and forensic medical investigations and the 
trauma of a ninunal trial. Any additional obstacles should be avoi<lc<l. There arc also 
societal ramifications in encouraging victims to choose civil rather than c1inunal 
proceedings which could raise issues concerning community safety. Exempla1y damages 
provide financial relief to the plaintiff but do not ensure that the off ender is removed from 
• 85 
sonety. 
In D ,, T(application to stJ·ikc out the claim), the cmu1 was able to discuss both the Corn1 
of Appeal's argument in S v G against double jeopardy an<l the lower cowt decisions in 
63 Above 11 69, 692. The Court considered the prejudice against the appellm1l due to a) the length 
of time between when the offences occun-ed and these proceedings, b) the prospect of double 
punishment and c) the risk that he would be punished not only for the indecencies he committed 
but also for the indecencies committed on the respondent by other members of the centrepoint 
community, outweighed any gains in allowing the respondent's claim to proceed. 
... G ,, S Unrepor1ed, 22 Jw1e 1991, High Court, AuckJm1d RegislTy, CP 576/93 48; Afan· 
supports ,md quotes this passage: sec above n 56, 42. 
'-' Refer to 771e A l'tulabiliLJ' of F'iiiancial Assisumrc Fmm 771e Cowts in this chapter for a fuller 
discussion on the nature and ptlI]JOSC of exemplary damages. 
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favour of exemplary damages. The comt rnled that the Comt of Appeal comments were 
strictly obiter. It allowed tl1e claim to proceed and expressed 
sympathy with the lower comt's discussion of policy.
86 However, the issue of double 
jeopardy has not yet been settled and is cmTently m1der appeal in this case. 
E. Claims Against Third Parties 
In tl1e United States, women have been increasingly successful in suing third pa1ties for 
se>..11al assault. Such claims focus on a breach of duty of care m1der tl1e to1t of negligence.
87 
Recent examples include a clain1 against a motel where the victin1 was raped by an 
intrnder; a transpo1t company following a rape at a railway station and a taxi company 
where the rape was committed by an employee.
88 
In New Zealand, tlur<l pa11y claims for se>..11al assault are rare and there has been no final 
decision on tl1e ability of victin1s to claim w1<ler tlus heading. One recent case has, as yet, 
only conducted a preliminary hearing for an order for pre-proceedings discove1y.8
9 
In this case, the off ender, a patient at Kingscat Hospital, had a lustory of sc>..ual abuse 
against children. In 1993, the cornt removed a compulso1y patient order and tl1e off ender 
was allowed to leave the hospital. Following his release, the offender se>..ually assaulted the 
plaintiff and another boy. The plaintiff issued proceedings against Counties Manukau 
Health Ltd, claiming exemplary damages for negligence. Counsel argued tl1at tl1e 
clef en<lant had failed to take adequate steps to prevent or delay the release of the patient, 
had not recognised the se1iousness of tl1e patient's previous se>..11al off ending, had failed to 
adequately monitor the patient following lus release into the commm1ity and did not ale1t 
the patient's caregiver to the need to watch the patient and monitor his medication. 
The main obstacle inlubiting a successful claim against a tlur<l paity is the to1t rule that 
tl1ere is "no general duty of care to prevent one person causing damage to anotl1er.'
00 In 
.. D ,, TlJnreported, December 1995, High Court, Auckland Registry, CP 429/94,8-12. 
" Reier lo discussion below 011 lhe availabilily of exempla111 damages for uni11tenlional torts. 
"' Above 11 18, 371. 
" Above n 57. 
"° Above n 57, 6. 
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this case, the difficulty lay in the fact that the off ender was no longer under the compulsOI)' 
care of the hospital. However in Smith r Leurs, the High Cornt of Australia held that 
despite the general mlc, there can exist special relationships which give 1ise to a duty of 
carc.91 In the english Dorset case, Borstal officers were held to be responsible in taking 
reasonable care to prevent the boys w1der their control from dan1aging tl1e prope1ty of tl1e 
plaintifT.92 However, Counties Manakau Health Ltd no longer held direct control over 
their patient. Dcf ence cow1scl argued tl1at voluntary patients arc not included within the 
scope of responsibility suggested w1der Dorset and it was not reasonably foreseeable that 
the plaintiff would be at 1isk from tl1e offender, whereas in Dorset, tl1e proximity between 
the plaintiffs prope11y and the Borstal boys was more immediate. Counsel for tl1e plaintiff 
submitted that there was evidence suggesting the plaintiff was known to tl1e off ender and 
tl1erefore, tl1e duty of care could be limited to patticu1ar persons ratl1er tl1an to tl1e public 
at large. The judge held that in prclin1ina1)' proceedings, he would not deny the possibility 
that circumstances could exist where a health autho1ity could owe a duty of care for tl1e 
activities of its patients and should have taken steps to ensure re..,sonable supcr'\'ision 
following the patient's release. However, this hearing dealt only witl1 preliminary issues. 
Therefore, the judge was applying a lesser standard of evidence. Despite allowing an order 
for pre-proceedings disc.ove1)', the judge commented that there were "considerable doubts" 
that the plaintiff would be able to show that a duty of care was owed.
93 
Sexual assault victims seeking to clain1 from third patties, tl1erefore, face a major difficulty 
in establishing whether a patty, other than the offender, is sufficiently responsible for tl1e 
actions of that offender to owe a duty of ea.re to the ,~ctim. The evidence must be sufficient 
to circwnvent the mle that no person owes a duty of care for the actions of anot11er. It 
must also be demonstrated t11at it was reasonably foreseeable that the victim would be in 
danger. 
" Smitl1 "Lew:~· (1945) 70 CLR 256, 261. 
., Dorset J ;1ch1 Co Lid, , Home Ollirc 119701 AC 1004. 
" Above 11 57, 7-9,13. 
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F. The Availability Of Financial Assistmce From The Cowts 
As outlined above regarding the standard required for exemplary damages, the plaintiff 
must demonstrate that the conduct of the clef endant was "so outrageous or accompanied 
by such contumely" to justify an award of cxempla1y damages.
9
' 
Excmpla1y damages focus on the conduct of the defendant rather than the loss suffered by 
the plaintiff. Therefore, elements of intention to comn1it such an action are relevant in 
determining whether the conduct was outrageous. Batte1y and assault constitute intentional 
to1ts. Under these headings, exemplaly damages arc appropriate to censure the behaviour 
of a clef cndant who knowingly committed all act that would shock society. As outlined 
above in A v 1\f, rape is a clear example of such conduct for which cxempla1y damages 
were designed to apply. 
A claim in negligence, however, is catcgo1iscd as an w1ii1tentional to1t. A breach of a duty 
of care docs not require the clement of ii1tcnt. Arc cxcmplaiy damages, therefore, 
available for the plaintiff in this category? In a recent New Zealand High Cowt decision, 
the judge was asked to examine this very issuc.
95 
Tipping .J presented an historical overYicw of casclaw and held that whilst ii1tention is 
normally an clement necessary for the establishment of exemplary damages, the latter can 
be available for negligence claims only if " ... the level of negligence is so high that it amounts 
to an outrageous and flagrant disregard for the plaintiffs safety, me1iting condemnation 
and punishmcnt".96 Therefore, exemplary damages will only be awarded in rare and 
exceptional negligence cases. As mentioned above in A ,, A1, it is difficult to imagine a 
more clear example of such behaviour as the conduct a111ounting to se,..ual violation. 
However, where the plaintiff is claiming exemplary damages from a third pa1iy, this higher 
standard for negligence may be more difficult to establish. 
Breach of a fiducia1y relationship has nom1ally at1ractcd all equitable range of remedies 
which would not be adequate to provide financial assistance to the victm1. Damages have 
" Above n 58, 252. 
95 AfrLm.:u Tra11sp01t Lid ,, S0mc111Jlc l · nrcportcd, 13 August 1996, High Court, Dunedin 
Registry, AP 2/96. 
"' Above n 95, 23. 
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been traditionally considered as separate common law remedies, and therefore, 
unavailable for equitable claims. However, in a recent New Zealand decision, the cornt has 
held that exemplary damages should be available regardless of whether the claim is 
founded in common law or in cquity.97 
Although exemplary damages arc, therefore, available in theory for all the relevant causes 
of action, will they provide sufficient relief for the victim? 
In A1cL1ri11 n;u1spo11, the judge held that a compensatory aspect should not be included 
in any assessment for an exemplary damages award. The ACC scheme pro,~des 
compensation for victims and any personal belief that the scheme is inadequate should not 
be reflected in the exemplary damages award. The focus of the exemplaiy damages is also 
on the conduct of the defendant, rather thai1 the losses inClmcd by the plaintifT. The 
il~mics sustained by the plait1tiff should not be the detennit1ing factor ill deciding on the 
quanhm1 of the award.98 Despite this caution, awards for cxcmpla1y damages have 
provided the victims with a higher lum1>-sum payment than that available w1dcr the 
accident compensation scheme. In addition, an award of damages docs not exclude the 
victim from also receiving ACC payments. Excmpla1y damages awards have ranged from 
$15,000 (Afrlarcn) to $20,000 (H ,, R. In this case, the plaintiff also received $25,000 for 
costs). However, a victim must cnsw·e that the costs of pmsuing a claim tlu-ough the civil 
cornts docs not outweigh the likeW1ood of an award. In addition, altJ1ough costs arc often 
awarded as well as the damages, they do not always cover the actual legal fee ill its entirety. 
Civil proceedings off er the victim of sexual assault an additional avenue ill which to obtaill 
financial help m recoveril1g from the effects of the abuse. However, the lmutcd nwnber of 
such cases in New Zealand ai1d their low success rate indicate that this is not ai1 entirely 
practical option. Sc>..ual assault ai1d the damage wluch results do not sit comfo11ably witlun 
traditional common law causes of action. The majo1ity of il1iwics arc psychological ai1d 
emotions such as f car ai1d shame prevent the victilll from wishing to relive the c>..-pc1icnce 
in a c.owtroom setting. In a 1987 sh1dy of se>..11al assault survivors, 39 of tl1c 14.1 women 
did not apply for lump-sum compensation. Reasons given mcluded concern about what 
,; Cook" £1,111(110.2) 11992) I NZLR 676. 
,. Above n 95, 14-16, 19-21. 
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other people would think, worry that ACC would not believe them and a desire not to 
relive the rape during the ACC application proccss.
99 The procedural requirements for 
ACC compensation arc less intrnsivc than a niminal or civil trial. The trial is more public 
and cross-examination can make the victim feel raped a second time. 
The majority of rapes eventually rcpo1ted to the police and rape counselling organisations 
arc historic rather than recent complaints. This would therefore preclude many victims 
from initiating civil procccding'S due to the limitation requirements. The financial relief to 
be gained from a civil proceeding may also be inadequate to meet the needs of the victim. 
The costs of civil proceedings arc expensive and an exempla1y damages award may not be 
sufficient to cover both the economic loss suff ercd by the ,~ctim and the legal expenses 
incurred in pursuing a claim. The difficulty in seeming a favourable judgement in se:>..ual 
assault cases establishes a risk which may outweigh any perceived benefit in seeking such a 
claim. The pwvosc of exemplary damages is to punish the defendant. Adequate 
compensation for il~urics and financial provision for fut11rc rehabilitation arc not factors to 
be included in the award. 
The issue of double jeopardy is also as yet umesolved. Sc:>..11al assault is a difficult crime lo 
proYc, usually occw-ring between the plail1tifT and the defendant ill private with no 
witnesses. A criminal conviction would assist ill any civil claim and yet, the Cowt of 
Appeal is cuITcntly sug_~csting that such an avenue is illappropriate. The Comi of Appeal 
favours the use of the C1imil1al Justice Act and reparations through sentencing which 
require a criminal trial rather than civil procccdil1gs. The victim is left with a difficult 
choice. Civil proceedings allow the victim to be represented in comt. The assault need 
only be proved on a balance of probabilities and the victim is entitled to receive financial 
compensation over and above the amount available w1dcr ACC. However, a nimil1al trial 
lifts the financial and emotional responsibility ofT the shoulders of the victiin. The Crown 
bears the onus of provil1g the case. However, is the Corni of Appeal justified ill its belief 
that reparations prm~dc an adequate substitute for civil proceedings? 
"' Above n 44, 35-38. 
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V. REPARATIONS, F1NFS AND THE CRIMINALJUSTICE ACT 1985 
Amendments made in 1987 and 1993 to the C1iminal Justice Act 1985 have allowed 
reparation payments and fines to be made by the off ender to the victim. Section 22 
authorises the comt to include reparation payments in their sentencing deliberations and 
section 11 now directs the cornis to consider reparations in cvc1y case.'00 
Reparations arc to be made where the victim has suffered either emotional harm or loss or 
damage to prope1iy as a result of an offence. A repo1t is then commissioned by the comt 
examining the extent of the ha1m suffered, the financial capabilities of the offender and the 
maximtm1 amount that the off ender is likely to be able to pay.'
0
' Section 22, in its 
application to property loss and emotional harm, focuses on the injuries sustained by a 
victim due to the offence. Its pmposc is to repair the dan1agc caused. That is, it allows for 
compensation of a loss. 
In addition to an order for reparation, the comi may also in1pose a fine on the offender 
where the off cncc has resulted in physical or emotional hann to the victim.'
02 As this is in 
addition to a reparation order, the fine is not p1ima1ily concerned with compensating the 
victin1 for losses incurred. An additional fine on top of section 22 reparations suggests a 
punitive clement in the sentencing decision. This is huiher evidenced in the p1ima1y status 
accorded to reparations. vVherc an off ender cannot fmancially afford to meet both the 
reparation order and the fine, the reparation order to cover losses incmrcd by the victim 
must be paid first.' °'' However, while the Act pro,~des for both compensato1y and 
exemplary damages, it is not intended to be a substitute for ACC and civil proceedings. 
,w Ciimi11al J usticc Act 1985 & C1iminal Justice Amendment Act 1993. Section 11 "~ds amended 
under the 1993 Act. 
'°' The Criminal Justice Amendment Act (N o.3) 1987 s.4. 
"
2 C1imi11al Justice Act 1985 s.27(2) & 28. This was amended to include emotional as well as 
physical injrnies: Criminal.Justice Amendment Act (No.3) I 987 s.6. 
'
03 Criminal Justice Amendment Act 1993 s.8(2): amends s.22(7) & (8) of the Criminal Justice 
Act 1985. 
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There is no statute bar to pursue either of these alternative forn1s of financial assistance in 
addition to receiving aid under this Act.'
0
' 
However the adequacy of the Criminal]ustice Act is limited in scope. The Act relics on a 
convict.ion before the reparation paymcnL<; and fines can be ordered. As rape is 
signific.antly w1der-repo1ted to the police, the majo1ity of victims will not be in a position to 
receive the benefits under this scheme. 
Even where a conviction is secured, the off ender is often not able to afford adequate 
reparation and fine payments. The ability to pay is restJicted fmthcr where a prison 
sentence is imposcd.
105 That is, a p1ison sentence will reduce the earning ability of the 
off ender to meet the obligations imposed by the Act. 
In H "R, the judge held that had the off ender been in a position to undergo a criminal 
trial, the corni would have imposed an adequate reparation sum to be given to the ,~ct.im. 
In this case, civil damages were provided instcad.
106 However, is this the general 111le where 
a conviction is secured? In S ,. G, the cmu1 denied exemplary damages citing double 
jeopardy as a factor against allowing the case to proceed. Yet, despite the existence of the 
Criminal.Justice Act and the financial position of the defendant as a medical p1a.ctitioncr, 
no reparation or fine was ordered during sentencing to provide for the victim's financial 
loss. 107 
Other cases show a disparity in the award granted to the ,~ctim. In R ,, Ken; the offender 
was ordered to pay $10,000 to his victim for la.pc and indecent assault offences occuning 
between 1982 and 1983, when the victim was seven to nine years old.
108 However, in R ,, 
n,: the off ender was ordered to pay only $500 after being com~ctcd of three charges of 
unlawful sc>..11al connection, two charges of rape and one charge of indecent assault over a 
period of one year on a girl aged 12. '
09 Despite the similarity of the off cnces, the reparation 
1
'" C1imi11a}.J ustice Act 1985 ss.21,(0 & 28( 1). 
'°5 Sir Maurice Casey Scntc11ci11g Policy 0/1\'cw Zealmd Cow1s paper delivered to the "Rape: 
Ten Years Progress?" Co11fcre11ce (VVellington, M,ffch 1996). 
,0< Above n 38, 233. 
io; Above n 69,692. 
'"' R "KeIT Unreported, 18 August 1991., Comi of Appeal, CA 119/94, 1-2. 
109 R" TFUnrepor1ed, 7 July 1994, Court of Appeal, CA 48/94, 1-2. 
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awards were disparate. The focus is on the ability of the offender to pay rather than on the 
needs of the victim to secure approp1iate compensation for their loss. 
Additional problems have also occu1Tcd regarding the reliability of the paymenL<;. Once a 
reparation order or fine has been made in favour of the victim, compliance has been low. 
In 1993, the Victims Task Force rcpo1tcd that overall only 53% of d1e total reparation 
ordered by the cowts has been paid to the victims.
11 0 The Task Force believed d1at the 
victims should receive at least $250 from the state immediately after the order is made and 
that the state should be responsible for recove1ing d1e money from the offender. This 
would at least ensure that pa11 of the sW11 is secured by the victim as soon as practic.ablc. 
The Criminal]usticc Act 1985, W<.c civil proceedings, docs not provide an ideal model to 
replace ACC lW11f>-SlU11 compensation. The financial costs of rape for the victim are 
incrnTcd sho1tly after the incident. Awaiting the uial and sentencing of an offender before 
any damages c.an be awarded is in reality likely to be a lengthy procedure. 
The Criminal Justice Act was never intended as a replacement for ACC lump-sum 
payments. Instead, it was designed to provide additional financial aid to d1c victin1s whilst 
the Accident Compensation Act 1982 covered compensation under the lumf>-SW11 
provision. Given that this ACC provision no longer exists, the current relationship between 
the two legislative schemes deserves to be examined by the cornis.
111 ,Vith the removal of 
the lump-sum provision, the cornts must address the possibility of extending the 
application of the Criminal Justice Act and the state must ensure d1at payments arc more 
reliable. However, the focus of the C1iminal Justice Act, like civil claims, is on the 
off ender's financial ability to reimburse d1c victim. In situations where d1c off ender is 
lmablc to pay, the C1iminalJustice Act and civil proceedings do not provide an adequate 
saf cty net for victims who incur losses in excess of their accident compensation payments. 
"
0 Above n 35, 139. 
111 Above n 27,392. 
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VI. THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CRIMINAL INJURIES 
COMPENSATION 
Under cuiTent law, victims of sex11al assault receive financial assistance from three different 
somces: ACC, civil proceedings and the Criminal Justice Act 1985. With the removal of 
lump-sum awards, the state is gradually ,,ithdrawing from providing adequate 
compensation to ,ictims. The focus for responsibility is shifting back towards the offender 
through civil action and reparation orders (C1iminal Justice Act). However, for victims of 
se,.11al assault, this shift is less than ideal and fails to adequately address their needs. Delays 
in repo1ting the crime and a reluctance to involve the police ensure that any compensation 
which relics on the conviction of an off ender or a limited time pe1iod in which to recover, 
will result in fewer victims receiving the assistance they require. Civil claims and the 
C1iminal.Justice Act arc also dependent on the fmancial well-being of the offender. 
State funding provides the safety net. However, the replacement of lump-sum 
compensation with a much reduced independence allowance and counselling assistance 
has failed lo adequately provide victims ,,ith immediate resources to meet the costs 
associated H1th rape. For example, senuity in the home, change in residence or workplace 
and child care expenses. These needs incw· immediate costs which the pe1iodic payment 
of minim1m1 compensation can not cover. 
The withdrawal of the state also frnslrates the rccove111 of the ,ictim. Feelings of shame, 
guilt and blame, commonly associated H1th rape, arc further reinforced by a lack of 
community suppo1i. The devastation of rape is ignored. It is categorised as an accident 
and treated on similar tem1s H1th a spo1ting iqjwy. 
This paper has outlined the difficulties associated with cmTent compensation and 
reparation schemes for victims of sexual violation. However, is there a suitable alternative 
to replace the existing proccdmcs?
112 
11 2 \Vliilst these victims face specific difficulties in receiving compe11sation, the argument calli11g 
for separate criminal injmies legislatio11 can be applied to all victims of violent crimes. 
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A. Thcorctica/Justification For Smte-Funded Compensation 
Jwists have recently attempted to identify tJ1e underlying rationale which prompted tJ1e 
introduction of state sponsored victim compensation schemes. 
Traditional tJ1e01ies involved the responsibility of the state towards the victim. The state 
was legally obliged to compensate because it either a) failed to protect the victim from 
crime and therefore breached its social contract or b) was responsible for the environment 
which created the off ender. Alternative theo1ies equated niininal iqjuries compensation 
with general insw-ance or social welfare schemes. Crime is an inevitable feature of society 
and therefore, it is reasonable that the costs of crime should be spread over society as a 
whole. Conversely, compensating victims of crime is merely a subset of general social 
welfare, such as the provision of housing and tJ1e w1employment benefit."
3 
Modem jurists have moYed away from such analyses. Criminal iqjwies compensation 
(state ftmded as opposed to reparation from the ofknder) has usually been implemented 
as pa1i of a political rather than social agenda. Most states that have instituted criminal 
victims compensation schemes explicitly limit compensation to victims of violent rather 
tJ1an prope1iy nime and do not acknowledge a binding duty on the state to compensate. 
Providing compensation has also proved to have no impact on the rate of criminal 
off ending. Modem jrn-ists tJ1erefore argue that the niterion for implementing 
compensation schemes rests more on the symbolic rather tJ1,m legal obligations of tJ1e 
state."' 
The modem jurist, Miers, provides a coherent summary of such a view. State funded 
compensation signifies society's concern regarding c1ime and its sympatJ1y witJ1 the victim. 
As modem penal reform highlighted the need to rehabilitate the off ender, the state was 
increasingly !seating botJ1 the victim and the offender on the same level. Giving 
compensation to the victim provides a necessary distinction between the two. This is 
m Duff P,"Criminal Injuries Compensation: The Symbolic Dimension" 11995) The J uriclical 
Review 102. 
1
" Jacob B "Rep.nation Or Restitution By The Criminal Offender To Ilis Victim: Applicability 
Of Au Ancient Concept In The Modem Con-cctio11al Process" (1970) 61 Journal Of Criminal Lnv, 
Criminology And Politic;u Science 152, 153; Meiners R Viruin Compcnsau·on (Lexington Books, 
Massacusetts, 1978) 1-5,97-99. 
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evidenced by the emphasis in compensation schemes on reimbmsing only the trnly 
"deserving" victim and the exclusion of compensation for prope1ty crimes in B1itain and 
the United States reflects society's need to sympathise against only the most honifying 
crimes. Violent crimes are viewed as the c1iminal acts which most shake the confidence of 
society and therefore, are the ones that attract society's sympathy through compensation.
11 5 
This theory is illustrated in the british and ame1ican attempts to provide state-fonded 
compensation to ,1ctims of nime. 
In Britain, the state has not recognised any legal obligation to provide compensation to 
victims of crime. The Criminal Iqjwies Compensation Board is not a statutory body, 
however, it is charged to make payments to anyone who falls within the an1bit of its 
scheme and failure to do so can be challenged in the cou1is.
116 Coverage e>..1ends to any 
person, regardless of nationality, who is iqjmed as a result of a crime in B1itain and the 
i.qjmy must be physical (damage to property is not included "1thin the scheme). Se>..11al 
assault is specifically classified as a physical iqju111 whether or not actual bodily iI"ajm11 
ocnuTed, thereby allowing rape victims to recover for psychological iI-ajmies. The 
a,·ailability of compensation is subject to two conditions. Firstly, the iI~my must result from 
an act of criminal violence and secondly, a clain1 for compensation can be denied or 
reduced if the victim has diI·ectJy contributed to the iI"ajuries or provoked tl1e niminal acL 
Compensation is payable under a tariff system. I1-ajuries have been classified into tariff 
bands, each attracting a different cap on the level of compensation available. ,Vhilst 
claimants arc free to claim damages iI1 ci,11 and crinm1al proceedings, the ammmt of 
compensation available from the state reduces accordiI1gly. 
11 7 
In the United States, c1iminal iI-ajwics compensation is admiI1istered at a state level, ,~1th 
limited federal guidance. Whilst the majority of states have pro,1dcd a statuto1y basis for 
compensation, the emphasis is on tl1e moral ratl1er tl1an legal duty of the state to provide 
such assistance. Similarity with the b1itish system is evident in tl1e limitation provisions on 
'" Above n 113, 106-108,110. 
11 6 Report of au Interdepartmental ,vorking Party 01iwiml lt!Jimcs Compcnsa/Jon: A StalulO!J' 
Sd1emc (Her M,~jcsty's Stationary Office, London, 1986): The scheme has been desc1ibed as a 
"constitutional and legal oddity". 
"' Greer D "A Transatlantic Perspective Ou The Compensation Of C1ime Victims In The 
lJnited States" (1991,) 85 The Journal Of Criminal L1.w & Criminology 333-401. 
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personal physical iqjmies and violent offences. Some states, such as New.Jersey, provide a 
schedule of relevant offences in the legislat.ion. Se:\.11al assault is, agci.in, specifically 
acknowledged as a physical injmy. All the states reimburse victims for lost earnings, 
medical expenses and other reasonable costs, and compensation can be provided as a 
lump-sum or pe1iodic payment. Maximum caps on compensation have been instituted but 
these va1y from state to state. One-third of the slates also consider the financial eligibility of 
the applic.ant before making an award.
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The C,iminal lqjrnies Compcnsat.ion Act 1963 in New Zealand, also suppo1ted the above 
theoretical justification for stale funded compensation for victims. As outlined earlier, the 
statute provided limited compensation for victims of violent nimes. The restrict.ions 
imposed sug_~ested a symbolic gesture of societal sympathy rather than real recognition of 
the 1ights of victims to financial assistance. This is fmther reinforced by the opinion of the 
Secreta1y of Just.ice, when the Act was first introduced. The Act was ,~ewed as a balance to 
recent penal reforms and as a response to the public's concerns regarding c1in1e.
11 9 
However, the 1967 Royal Commission of Inquiry repo1t shifted the emphasis of 
compensation and adopted the principle of conm1w1ity responsibility. Whilst this shift 
could have been a positive reform providing Yictims with compensatory rights agci.inst the 
state, the envelopment of victim compensation within a general accident insurance scheme 
has eroded rather than strengthened a victim's claim for economic relief. The Accident 
Rehabilitation and Compensation Insurance Act 1992, W<.c its predecessors, is focussed 
primarily on workplace iqjurics. Although a greater range of iqjurics from criminal acts arc 
now covered within the scheme, at1cntion to the specific needs of victims has been 
neglected. The availability of the full range of compensation is dependant on the 
employment status of the individual and by including victims of nimc "~thin the same 
compensation scheme as those suffering ii~jmy tlu-ough acndcnt, the state has failed to 
highlight society's abhorrence of crime. The scheme does not signific;mtly indicate the 
distinction between t11c oflcnder and t11c ,~ct.im. The present combii1at.ion of accident and 
crinunal ii1imics compensation therefore loses much of its symbolic sigillilcance. 
'" Above 11 117, 333-401. 
'" Meiners R Vicuin Compcnsa/Jon (Lcxi11gto11 Books, MassacuseHs, 1978) 9-10. 
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B. Criminal lnjunes Compensation Reform 
A separate criminal iqjw-ies compensation scheme would provide both a safety net for 
victims unable to recover from offenders and a specific focus on the needs of victims of 
crime. In doing so, it would also f ulfi1 the promises contained in the UN Declaration of 
Basic Principles Of Justice For Victims Of Crime And Abuse Of Power to which New 
Zealand was a state signalo1y. Aiticle 12 of the Declaration imposes an obligation on the 
state to provide compensation to victims of crime where both mental and physical iqjw-ies 
have occl11Ted. The Victims Task Force has reconm1ended that this obligation would be 
most appropriately met by the establishment of a Criminal Iqjmy Compensation Board, 
existing within the A.CC struct11re.
120 However, although the Accident Rehabilitation and 
Compensation Insmance Corporation provides an already existing administrative vehicle 
in which to pro,~de financial assistance to victims, the danger exists tl1at c1iminal injwies, 
which do not account for the m<l:io1ity of clain1s, would continue to receive less than 
adequate attention. Victims of se:i.ual assault require assistance which differs significantly 
from accidental injmies. It is tl1erefore appropriate that tl1eir concerns and those of victims 
of other serious offences be recognised in separate legislation. 
The ability of victims to recover directly from offenders should remain. No bar on civil 
proceedings would be necessa1y and the Ciiminal Justice Act could remain intact This 
would allow victims to sue for compensatory as well as exemplaiy damages. State funded 
assistance could be capped or limited. Its object is to assist victims where no alternative 
economic resource exists. In allowing ci,~I clain1s, state-funded aid would only be provided 
for reasonable assistance in recoveq1• It would not constitute an acceptance by the state to 
provide tl1e compensatory and exemplary damages ordina1ily owed by the off ender. In 
order to avoid the possibility of double recove1y, provisions should be enacted which 
permit the state to recover f w1ds from the offender or in the event of a fine, reparation 
order or successful civil claim, from the victim. The state should provide in1mediate 
emergency relief. If tl1e victim later recovers costs from tl1e off ender, the state-funded relief 
should be reh1med. Thereby, confunung the safety-net rather tl1an primary responsibility 
approach of tl1e state. 
'"' Above n 35, 168-173. 
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The debate on limiting claims to personal iqjury a1ising from violent crimes is problematic. 
Se:>..ual assault should be classified as a violent off cncc, regardless of whether physical 
injw1' ocrnrred. Mental trauma should also be recognised to cover attempted sc:>..ual 
assault. But by providing a schedule of relevant offences, as in New Jersey and the fo1mer 
C1iminal lqjnries Compensation Act 1963, any compensation scheme can become 
inflexible. This method also focuses on the natme of the crime rather than its 
consequences. ,vhat if a crime not listed in the schedule and not usually associated with 
violence causes an umocent victin1 to suffer se1ious i11jurics? In B1itau1, the nan-ow 
approach has been favomed and compensation is linutcd to those u1jwics resulting from a 
crin1c that is violent u.1 nature. There were concerns in Britain that any e:i...tension to tlus 
approach would push the compensation scheme beyond its boundaries. However, u.1 the 
several ame1ican states that have adopted the "consequence" forns, there has been little or 
no apprehension expressed from the stale governments that the definition is 
lmmanagcable. 121 A "consequence" approach slufts the emphasis of the nime from the 
actions of the off ender lo the i11jmy sustained by an individual victim. This reinforces 
society's expression of sympathy with the victim. An advantage of the current ACC 
legislation for victims of scrnal assault is the "no fault" provisions. An offence docs not have 
to be reported to the police or successfully prosecuted before a victun can apply for 
financial assistance. Instead, ACC relics on medical and psychiatJic evaluations as 
evidence. In New Zealand, the m~jo1ity of se>.11al assault cases arc not repo1ied to the 
police. There is no reason why a more stJingcnt test than the one already u.1 existence 
should be adopted. Delays in repo1iing se>.ual assault arc also common and the ACC 
exception to its time limit requirement should be included in any refo1111. 
Compensation should include both hm1p-sum and periodic payments depending on the 
u1ju1ics sustained by an u1dividual victim. A single lump-sum payment allows a rape victim 
to gain immediate financial aid for costs that occur soon after the offence. It also ensures 
that the rnpc victim is not continually reminded of the ordeal. However, periodic 
payments should be considered for victims with pe1111ancnt physical disabilities. 
The compensation should be in recognition of the crin1c that occwTed and the u1irn1' 
sustau1cd. Income related compensation, tJ1erefore, should not be u1clu<lcd. This will 
121 Above n 117, 342. 
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ensure gender equity where the payment of relief for a similar off encc <loes not vary 
significantly for victims. The awar<l should also include cow1sclling costs. This will allow 
the victim to establish an on-going relationship with one counsellor whom the victim has 
personally chosen. 
The cwi-cnt ACC legislation docs not provide adequate compensation for rape victims. 
Tlu-ough the incorporation of victims of crime H~thin the broad ACC framework, 
recognition of the specific nee<ls of victims has been lost along the way. From its early 
beginnings in the Royal Commission of Inquiry, ACC was never designed as a niminal 
iqju1ies compensation scheme. ltc; p1ima1y focus was and continues to be on accidents in 
the workplace. If society H1shes to suppo1t victims and the state wishes to provide an 
adequate safety net for those victims w1able to recover losses directly from offenders, then 
a separate legislative scheme is required. 
VII. CONCLUSION 
Victims of se>..ual violation represent a neglected section of society 111 relation to 
rehabilitation and compensation. Negative societal attitudes to rape have assisted 111 
ensuring tl1at tl1c concerns of rape ,~ctims have been inadequately covered. "\Vhilst this is 
now changing, debate must focus on the 1ights of victims to seek rehabilitation. 
The c1imc of rape suffers from under-rcpo1ting to the police and while tl1is continues, the 
justice system cannot prm~de an adequate solution for victim compensation. Civil 
proceedings <lo have the ability to supply victims with exempla111 damages for the harm 
they have suffered. But the procedure is costly and issues such as time limitations and 
double jeopardy ensure that the majority of rape c.ases would not meet ,~1tl1 success in the 
cow1s. Rape is a deeply personal violation of tl1c self. For many victims, open discussion 
concerning tl1c crime is difficult. It is fwthcr complicated where the crime was perpetrated 
by off enders known to the victim. Time delays in acknowledging the rape arc, therefore, a 
fcatmc of this crime and cff ectively, prohibit a mc1,jo1ity of se>..ual assault cases being 
pursued through the legal system. Similar concerns ensure that provisions for reparations 
and fines in the Criminal.Justice Act arc also under-utilised. The Act is relevant only upon 
the convictjon of an off cn<ler. Since convictions for rape do not match their actual 
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ocrnrrcncc, a m~jority of ,·ictims would not receive any benefit from reparations or fines 
un<lcr this approach. The administrative difficulty in recovering fines from off enders even 
after they have been ordered by the cowts to pay, also ensures that for the minority of 
victims who <lo rcpo11 the crime an<l agree to undergo the trauma of a criminal trial 
redress is not guaranteed. Civil proceedings and the Criminal Justice Act rely on the 
financial ability of the offender to make amends for the crime. In situations where the 
off cn<lcr has limited economic resomces, the Yictim is left bea1ing the financial burden. 
The Accident Rehabilitation and Compensation Insmance Act 1992 was 01iginally 
designed to provide a safety net for victims who were unable to recover directly from the 
offenders. The Act has considerable merit in its "no fault" policy and recognition that 
police complaints are not necessary. It also provides compensation for the victim which is 
not dependent on the wealth of the offender. However, the new Act fails to adequately 
cover the needs of the victim. The removal of lump sum compensation for pain and 
suffering an<l its replacement with a smaller weekly independence allowance has resulted 
in a reduction of funds available to victims. Although earning-related compensation can 
provide relief to victims who arc unable to return to work as a consequence of the il~urics 
sustail1c<l, most rape victims do not exhibit tangible physical il~jurics which require time-off 
from employment. This also disniminatcs against victims who <lo not work and <locs not 
a<l<lrcss the gender imbalance which exists ill the pay-sc .. 1.lc of many employment sectors. 
As a result, compensation for similar i11jrnics will vary depending on the status of the 
victim. 
ACC <locs provide counselling costs for all victims regardless of thcil· employment status. 
Howe,•cr, although counselling is a fundamental necessity in the recovc1y of victilns from 
the cff ccts of rape, such compensation only addresses one aspect of the total cost for 
victims. 
Rape victims suffer heavy immediate financial losses. The crime of rape infonges on a 
person's ability to feel secure in thcil· cnvil·onmcnt. As a result of the nimc, changes ill 
residence an<l the work-place arc common. A<l<litional saf cty measures in the home and 
personal security devices such as the purchase of a car arc often also rcquil·ed. These 
expenses, which necessitate an illlmcdiatc lwnp-sum award, arc currently w1ablc to be 
afforded w1dcr the present accident compensation scheme. The small ammmt of 
compensation nnTcntly available through the weekly allowance also reinforces a victim's 
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impression of societal attitudes towards the cnme of se>..11al violation. Feelings of guilt, 
shame and isolation are frequently experienced by the victim. The minimum 
compensation awards suppo11 these emotions by ignoring the victim's specific needs. 
Classifying the iqjury within a general accident scheme also blurs the distinction between 
rape and i11iwies sustained through non-niminal activities. 
Reform in criminal iqjwies policy is therefore necessa1y. Separating victims of ,~olent 
nime from the general accident scheme would highlight society's abhorrence of nime and 
provide approp1iate relief specifically designed to meet victims' needs. vVhilst the accident 
compensation scheme contains many positive f eatw-es for victims of rape, it has never 
expressly focussed on the requirements of victims of crime. As the 1992 refo1ms sought to 
reduce the scheme's expenditure, its suitability for rape and other victims of violent crimes 
has further diminished. A separate compensation programme for victims of nime would 
alleviate many of the difficulties cmTently expe1ienced in this area. 
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